NOTE: None of this is official and is simply a record of what worked for the author(s). 

Generally speaking, you should choose a textbook or two for each subject to both *read* and *work through nearly every problem*. Reading for conceptual understanding and doing problems for practice and technical familiarity are both necessary. Skip problems you know you can already do. You don't necessarily have to read the book cover-to-cover (for instance, QM qualifier covers only up to Ch8/9 in Griffiths). Basically, just read enough of the book that you cover everything on the subject list for each exam. Be sure to do a variety of problems from each chapter. Also see the "External Resources" section on the PAGSA website! In particular, the problem booklets "A Guide to Physics Porblems" pt1 and pt2. They contain qualifying exam problems and solutions from other universities and will help maintain variety in the way problems are phrased and what they ask about. But use them mainly after finishing a regular textbook on the subject. I recommend using past UA qual exams mostly toward the end of your studying as practice exams. They are generally *not* good to study from, as exam authors avoid reusing problems and concepts.
Most people have their first real quals after winter break, just after taking the EM/Classical Mechanics courses. You should (unfortunately) begin studying *immediately* when break begins. The courses don't cover everything that will be on the exams, especially for EM. 

For EM: you all should have taken EM1 this year, which covers statics. But the exam will *also* cover dynamics, optics and even relativity! At least 2, maybe even 4 questions will be from these areas. Suggestion: study at least entry-level problems in all areas not covered in EM1. 

For classical: orbits, lagrangians, springs! Springs and pendulums are almost the same thing, and there's guaranteed to be a problem with them on there. And half of all questions will ask for a lagrangian. Suggestion: focus on springs, lagrangians, and orbits. Generally, Taylor chapters 1-7.
 
Students sometimes do not have the opportunity to take Stat mech or QM before the exams. This is unfortunate, because these classes line up with the quals a bit better. Luckily, you have all summer for these! You can get away with taking off the first month, but I recommend at least 2 months of solid studying.
I used Griffiths for QM and Kittel (stat mech)/Callen (thermodynamics) for Thermo. If you *have* taken thermodynamics, the class lines up pretty well with the exam (Kittel is used in the class). But the class is technically "stat mech", and doesn't cover engines/cycles (which is what I used Callen for). The QM course doesn't cover the exam materials nearly as well, but in my experience a thorough understanding of Griffiths QM will do the trick. 

QM: Eigenvectors/functions and ladder operators are essential, become fluent in them! Reflection/transmission problems are also a possibility. Of course Schrodinger's equation often shows up. If you can do every 2-star problem and most 3 stars in Griffiths QM, you're probably solid.

Thermo: Partition function/grand canonical partition function! This is the key of statistical mechanics, because it takes us from QM microstates to bulk properties like temperature and pressure. Between this and the fundamental thermodynamic relation you cover most problems. But don't forget cycles/engines+heat pumps.

Finally, the real purpose of these exams is to *see how much physics you know*, not really if you can do this specific problem. So if you get stuck, start writing down all the stuff you *do* know. Take for example a problem where you have an electron making a parabolic path around a proton. You solve for the total energy and find E<0, which you know is wrong because that's a closed orbit. If you can't find your mistake, write down that you know it's wrong, and why, and what you expect to happen if you could get the math right:
"E=x-y<0. But the problem said it was a parabolic orbit (E=0)! I don't see my mistake, because I showed E_kinetic=x and E_potential=-y, so E_total=x-y. But somehow my expression for y is too large."
This can get you like 1/3-2/3 credit for this section of the problem.
Then, do the rest of the problem with your E<0 solution and move onto the next problem. Time is of the essence!

So, in short, pick a textbook for your subjects and become best friends with them. Use "A Guide to Physics Problems" books as extra practice problems, and past UA quals to simulate the actual test. 

